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lamp parts to repair damaged or broken lamps as well as decorative lamp accessories that can

make a dull old lamp seem like new again. You'll also find protective pieces that prevent
electrical failures or accidents. Shop online or in-store for the best lamp parts to fix up every
table, floor, desk and accent lamp you own. This selection of products includes lamp bases,
finials, sockets, switches and other helpful replacement parts to keep your favorite lights on.
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right, an old-fashioned kerosene or oil lamp can last for generations. At Lehman's, we carry an
extensive selection of lamp and lantern fuels, shades, parts and accessories. We know some of
these parts can be hard to find. But like our founder, we are dedicated to fixing things rather
than simply throwing them away. Whether you just bought your oil lamp or inherited one from
your grandparents, these parts will help you keep the flame burning for future generations. If
one or more of your glass chimneys or globes are broken, as is bound to happen, we carry
dozens of replacement lamp chimneys and lantern globes in styles and sizes to suit your taste
and your lamps. If it's time for a new wick, check out our replacement wicks and mantles to
keep your lights burning bright. You'll find a variety of Aladdin oil lamp parts and wicks here as
well as oil lamp parts and wicks to keep practically any kerosene lamp working right. Our
Aladdin lamp parts for sale include wicks and mantles as well as burners, flame spreaders, caps
and other genuine Aladdin parts. Besides Aladdin lamp parts, parts are also available for
hurricane lamp parts replacement, including globes and flat wicks. The right kind of lamp and
lantern fuel is crucial to helping your lamp last and perform at its best. We carry clean-burning
1-K kerosene as well as liquid paraffin, citronella fuel and a variety of other Aladdin fuels and
lamp oils. You will also find pumps and funnels for safe, clean filling of your lamps and lanterns.
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with that, or learn more in our privacy policy. Search Search. Lamp and Lantern Fuel. Wicks and
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must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. Our
selection of oil lamp parts includes everything you might need to get your project in working
order. These resources are invaluable for restoring vintage oil lamps, and they are helpful if you
are simply replacing a broken component. We even offer an entire selection of miniature
components for smaller projects. We offer many different oil and kerosene burners, most of
which are reproductions of antique styles. This means they will complement your vintage oil
lamps and other restoration projects, not only giving them an authentic aesthetic but also
functioning properly and safely. The majority of these products are made from durable and
attractive solid brass, and they all include high-quality wicks. We also have replacement
burners for specific brands such as Aladdin and Dietz. Collars and caps are a small, yet
essential, component, and our selection includes the highest-quality solid brass products.
These are crafted for a perfect fit. We offer many sizes, including large, central draft sizes, and
smaller sizes for miniature burners. Wicks are another integral part that comes in a small
package. These cotton wicks will ensure your burner fully illuminates by transporting fuel to the
top of the burner. Chimneys, fancy chimneys, and fonts are some of the more attractive
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nts of your restoration project, and we offer a wide variety so you can find the perfect style. Our
fancy chimneys include colorful and embossed styles, many of which are great for miniature
burners. Our clear glass chimneys are available in a wide variety of shapes and sizes. Glass
fonts are a more colorful choice, and they add both functionality and style to your project. Metal

fonts and tanks are also available. Hanging hardware and shade holders allow you to add a
shade or hang your finished project from a post or the ceiling. These products come in several
sizes and styles, which you can choose from, to suit your needs, matching your hardware to
your lamp. Finally, we offer a wide variety of oil lamp parts made specifically for Aladdin brand
products. From burners and chimneys to shade holders and wicks, we have every Aladdin
component you might need to get your project up-and-running. Categories Menu. Account Cart.
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